CONCARGO RAIL BULK MATERIALS
HANDLING SOLUTIONS
Concargo Rail is the innovation of David Kruyer, owner and founder of Concargo Global Logistics (Pty) Ltd
established in 1987. Concargo Rail is committed to supplying innovative logistics and rail solutions to the mining
industry throughout South Africa & in all SADC countries Sub-Saharan Africa.
Concargo’s people have a wealth of knowledge from decades of experience in the transport and logistics
industry. Concargo recognises the importance of ‘best practice’ and therefore continues to invest heavily in
training our people to further enhance their skills. At Concargo we understand that to be successful we have to
offer a true alternative that is both competitive and innovative. This is why we have invested significantly in
technology which enables optimum train handling and management of all cargo.
Special Products Handling
Products that require specialised handling are not uncommon. These opportunities are tackled with gusto and
there are many examples of satisfied cargo owners. Special services include the following:




Storage and materials handling of weather sensitive cargoes.
Inspection, verification, photographing and monitoring of cargo.
Loading or distribution of containers, bulk bags & machinery.
Warehousing & Storage of Bulk Bags & All types of dry Cargo.

Core Functions
 Concargo Bulk transport all Mined commodities over long and short distances throughout South Africa from
East to West and North to South.
 Concargo Tipper Transport focus on efficiency, productivity, real-time management of running costs and
high quality maintenance which ensures a minimum number of vehicles required per contract to meet our
respective clients' needs. This translates into lower capital investment, which in turn results in reduced
transport costs for both parties.
 Concargo Mining Logistics Cross/Over-border transport of bulk product by Tri-Axle and Superlink flatbed
trucks into all SADC countries in Sub-Saharan Africa.
 Concargo Distribution transport palletized goods, drums, Mining equipment, machinery and Abnormal Outof-Gauge Heavy cargo throughout Africa.
 Concargo Material Handling on mines, i.e. Telehandlers/Forklifts & transport of Bulk-Bags and distribution
of bagged product from mine to harbour for packing into containers for Export.
 Concargo Rail Warehousing and Storage at TFR depots countrywide as well as Contract Warehousing and
Public Warehousing short and long term contracts.
 Concargo Oceanfreight/Airfreight for export cargo, transport, storage and handling on railway sidings
throughout TFR network in South Africa.
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